Spectral properties and energy transfer in PbWO(4) co-doped with Cr(3+) and F(-).
A Cr(3+), F(-)-co-doped PbWO(4) crystal was grown by the Czochralski method and its spectroscopic properties were investigated. In addition to the intrinsic luminescence of PbWO(4), the sample showed [Formula: see text] radiation of Cr(3+) excited by x-radiation or UV-vis light. This indicated that the Cr(3+) is submitted to a strong crystal field and a doping mechanism is hereby proposed that Cr(3+) replaces W(6+) with the cooperation of F(-). The reabsorption and resonant energy transfer mechanisms from host to Cr(3+) were studied. As a result, the PbWO(4) intrinsic emission was intensively suppressed and the [Formula: see text] luminescence increased when excited by x-radiation compared to excitation by UV-vis light, and the decay constants of PbWO(4) host scintillation reduce. The significant [Formula: see text] luminescence of this material may be of interest for further application.